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Tony Casillo’s recently revived Duplex.
Below: Rasmus Malling-Hansen.
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I

f you looked closely at our last
cover, you may have noticed some
clues about the Business typewriter.
On the sheet of paper in the vintage
photo, you can make out the words
“Precision Company Mechanical Laboratories,” and perhaps “New York.”
Who can tell us more?—By the way,
Dennis Clark has more old photos of
unknown machines, and you’ll soon
see another in our pages.
±
This portrait of Rasmus MallingHansen in 1877 (age 41 or 42) is provided by Christian Barnholdt, who tells
us that the great man’s inventions included the Takygraph, with a possible
speed of 1200 strokes per minute, and
a form of xerography (Malling-Hansen’s own term) that anticipated the
Xerox machine of many decades later.
He was also an educator of the deaf
… certainly a man who deserves to be
remembered.
±
I was pleased to see a poster for a
local production of “Moonlight and
Magnolias,” a comedy about writing the screenplay for “Gone with
the Wind”: the poster prominently
featured a three-bank Underwood
portable. But I was more pleased to
be able to help when the stage manager contacted me with a “typewriter
emergency” the day before opening
night: the Royal that was a crucial
prop in the play had broken down!
Happily, I had purchased my own latetwenties Royal 10 just a month before,
and could vouch for its soundness.
The stage manager came to my oice
to pick it up, and left with it happily

cradled in her arms. In exchange for
lending my typer, I got free tickets to
the show and a “spa” visit for my machine to the Royal typewriter shop
here in Cincinnati, which also ixed
the original prop.
±
My other adventure since our last
issue was being interviewed by Margot Adler of National Public Radio
in connection with a story about the
Gramercy Typewriter Shop, in Manhattan’s Flatiron Building. I shared
some ideas about why, even today,
some writers prefer the typewriter.
You can ind the story by searching
for “typewriters” at npr.org.
±
Recently advertised on eBay: a
“Linderwood” typewriter. I’d enjoy
having one of those, but I’m more
thrilled by another eBay ofering—an
“Underworld.”
±
The latest issues of Contact and
HBw-Aktuell report on numerous
collectors’ meetings in France, Germany, Italy, and Switzerland, and
on typewriter expositions at French
museums in Montmorillon and Beaucourt (home of the Musée Frédéric
Japy). The American collecting scene
is much quieter, probably because the
spaces between us tend to be so much
greater. But if anyone wants to organize a meeting, large or small, let me
know and I’ll do what I can to promote it.
±
I’m delighted that with this issue
Peter Weil begins a regular department of ephemera. A professor of
cultural anthropology, Peter has long
been collecting revealing bits of paper
concerning the history of typewriters—everything from period photos
to user’s manuals to advertising. He’ll
be generously sharing some of the
best with us.

Duplex: The Ultimate Keyboard
by Tony Casillo

I

n 1999, after more than a decade of serious typewriter collecting, I
became one of the fortunate few lucky enough to acquire a Duplex
typewriter. Typewriter collectors know it as the 1890s typewriter that
enabled typists to type two characters at a time. Theoretically, typists
could double their typing speed by depressing keys on a keyboard consisting of four quadrants. The upper left contained capital letters, the upper right contained numbers and punctuation marks, and the two lower
sections contained a double set of lower-case characters (a total of 100
keys). On a Duplex, the typist could select one key from the left side
along with one from the right and depress both simultaneously. A unique
double escapement would provide the mechanism for carriage movement.
Should only one character be needed to complete a word, or a punctuation mark needed to complete a sentence, this would be executed by using the right half of the keyboard. Along with the single character being
printed, the carriage would also move an additional space. There was a
backspace, the one solo key to the left of the spacebar. Sound confusing?
Of course! Unfortunately, the human brain couldn’t process this method
of typing easily and rejected the concept almost immediately. Few Duplexes were sold. Needless to say, they’re pretty rare today with less than
a dozen known survivors.
My Duplex, serial #426, arrived at my door in late November, 1999. It was basically complete and in good condition;
however, the keyboard was deteriorated and most of the letters were unrecognizable. There were some missing key rings
as well. I later learned that, as with some other early typewriters, this was a weak area with this machine. The paper that
the letters were printed on was ultra thin and deteriorated from contact with the metal surface beneath it. The thin plastic material that covered the printed letters had also deteriorated along with the paper. To make matters worse, the metal
rings that covered each key were so tightly pressed on to the pancake tops of each key stem that most of them cracked
with age. As with so many other typewriter projects, life always seemed to get in the way, and my Duplex sat on a shelf
in my typewriter room, unattended, for more than six years.
Only recently, I got the urge to complete
the keyboard on the Duplex. It had been sitting
too long and it was time for me to get of my ass
and do something about it. After all, what good
was having a Duplex without being able to demonstrate its unique functionality? I knew that I
could restore the keyboard, but my priority was
to keep it looking as original as possible. To start
the process, I solicited the expertise of John Lewis of Albuquerque, NM to fabricate the 26 missing key rings. On the Duplex, these are slightly
smaller than the key rings of most typewriters,
but the replacements that John fabricated worked
well and look good too. I then studied the design
of the few surviving letters on my specimen, as
well as the keyboards of the few other surviving
examples of the Duplex that I could locate. My
goal was to come up with lettering that was as
close as possible to the original keyboard design.
My Duplex keyboard before restoration. The newer letters on the top
Using computer software, a laser printer and vinrow were placed there while experimenting with replacement letters.
tage paper, I was able to recreate the look of the
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original keyboard. The assembly of the components went surprisingly quick and the inished product…well, let’s just say:
priceless! Check it out. ±

Portables, ETCetera by

Will Davis

History Being Made in Our Time
I

t is without doubt that there are
many of us who, in times of study and
relection regarding our hobby, think
in terms of the machines, their inventors and associated companies as something of the present. In those times, all
of these things are alive for us, and it is
only the need to return to daily life with
family, friends and work that snaps us
out of our personal time envelopes. We
quickly realize that we are enamored of
things that happened (in many cases)
nearly a hundred years ago—or in the
case of portables, perhaps ifty—and
that it is “just too bad” that the concern is solely of the past. Would that
we could have seen the introduction of
this machine or that, or perhaps had a
chance to buy or compare this or that
machine, back then.
It is thus all the more incredible that,
in what may turn out to be a small, inal
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spark, the portable typewriter is at this
moment making a limited return to the
United States, through several outlets,
as a viable product. Indeed, although
we cannot irmly place a ixed point of
any one month or year on the end of the
typewriter as a working tool, we might
eventually be able to give the years 2005
and 2006 as those which saw the last introduction of new portable typewriters
to the market.
Two machines, mechanically virtually identical, are at this moment being ofered for sale in the United States.
These machines are the ROVER 5000
and the GENERATION 3000, and
are being produced in mainland China.
No one retailer is ofering both machines, and both machines are at present ofered only through mail-order
catalog services, or else online through
the same companies and at the same

prices. Both appeared in the second
half of 2005, the Rover being the irst
through a mail order catalog known as
“Dr. Leonard’s Health Care Products,”
and then through other ailiated catalogs (and drleonards.com); the Generation machine appeared somewhat later,
through Starcrest Products of California and its ailiated catalogs. Both are
ofered in the range of $63 US up to
just below $100 US, although one other
catalog (apparently not ailiated with
either of the two just mentioned) is offering the Rover at considerably more.
These machines made their appearance well after the demise of the Olivetti Lettera 25/35 series and the Olympia
Traveller C, which many had thought
would be the last new manual portables
ofered here. In point of fact, after the
end of these machines was made known,
but before the appearance of the Rover

and Generation oferings via mail order, Olivetti announced the availability
in the United States of a new Olivetti
MS25 Premier, which is actually identical with the Rover 5000 now under discussion except in labeling. (Confusingly,
Olivetti is shipping an entirely diferent,
less well-made and less expensive machine to South American markets, but
it carries exactly the same name—and
that same machine is also ofered there
by various means as the Rover 5000.)
The now-ended Olivetti and Olympia machines were based upon well
established designs developed in the
1960s. The Olivetti machines were
largely the same as the old Lettera 32,
and the Olympia machine was built to
an internal design irst produced in Japan in 1965 by Silver-Seiko (which, it
should be noted, had largely been developed by Zbrojovka Brno in Czechoslovakia as early as 1950 and sold as the
Consul Model 1531, later Consul 232).
The prospective buyer might today
wonder what new machine could be offered that would compare with these
proven designs, but in fact need not
worry. Both the Rover 5000 and the
Generation 3000 are modern versions
of a design irst produced by Brother
in Japan beginning in the late 1970s,
which was the result of years of experience by that irm which had produced
both small, traveling portables since
1961 and a very large, extremely capable
portable for a short time beginning in
1963.
The Rover 5000 and Generation
3000 are mid-sized portables manufactured to the standard four-bank layout,
with a multi-national keyboard which
incorporates both dollar and pound
symbols but which does not include an
accent or a tilde. The machines have 44
keys typing 88 characters. There are
both back space and margin release
keys, and in addition to the usual space
bar there is also a rapid-spacer key adjacent. A tabulator of sorts is applied,
which operates with ixed stops placed
ten spaces apart. (This is much like the
“Self Starter” applied to the familiar
old Remington portables.) The threeposition ribbon selector is itted with
black, red and stencil cutout positions,
and ribbon reverse is automatic. Many
prospective buyers will be happy to

ind that the machines employ segment
shift, which in these machines is positive in action. Shift lock key provided
on the left side only. Carriage controls
include line spacing of 1, 1-1/2, and 2
lines, and also a ratchet (free-wheel)
option. Carriage release is found on
the right side only, and there is a lip-

up paper support arm. Space markings
are provided both on the rear plate of
the carriage as well as on the paper bail,
which unfortunately does not include
rollers. The paper release is at the right
rear corner of the carriage; there is also
a carriage lock itted near the carriage

rails on this same side. Under the snapof top cover, on the right, is located an
ininitely variable touch selector.
The design and construction of
these machines are of the most modern
methods. The actual strength members
of the machine are the two side plates
running the full length of the machine,
which are fabricated as stampings,
with machining performed for various
holes and openings as are necessary for
mounting the various parts and subassemblies. The type-bar mechanism is of

the modern four-dowel design, which
(as on the Brother version of years past)
is fully enclosed by a slotted plate to
prevent fouling by dust and grit. The
key levers operate a bail, which advances the ribbon and operates the ribbon
vibrator; the escapement is tripped by
the conventional U-shaped bar mounted behind the segment. The carriage
runs on a stamped piece serving as its
rail, and the mainspring is attached to
the bottom of this piece. The entire
machine is enclosed in high-impact
plastic, which in the case of the Rover
machines is of-white and in the Generation machines is black. The Rover machines are furnished with a snap-over
lid of the same plastic, but the Generation machines are supplied with a zippered vinyl case, also black, with red velour lining and both hand and shoulder
straps. (It is our opinion here that the
case on the Generation machine is far
more attractive.) Finally, the machines
are supplied with type alignment sheet
still in the machine and a full set of the
normal packing (locking) provisions;
a supply of spare ribbons is available
from the retailers—although the standard ribbons are also available at many
retail points.
As we can see by the design and
included features, these machines are
quite equivalent to portables that were
being ofered for sale forty years ago.
The move of the tooling to China, and
subsequent production there, along with
a number of small redesigns, has not in
any signiicant way altered the quality
of the machines when compared with
the Brother machines of original design
from the 1970s and 1980s. In point of
fact, these machines are not the equal
of the best machines made in the US or
in Continental Europe during the great
days of typewriter production, but it is
also true that the original Brother design of the 70s and 80s was not either.
They simply are what they are—the last
ofered-new manual portables likely to
be introduced in the United States. As
such, they must be taken on their merits and considered both for their utility
and for their historical place. ±
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Collector’s Corner ........................................Tilman Elster
About 1978 or ’79 I went to an auction
in Germany where I met some people
also looking for typewriters, such as
Mr.
[Uwe] Breker. He said the best way
Tilman: I was born the 7th of October,
for
me
would be to look for the book
1933. My family lived until 1949 in Eisenof
Mr.
[Ernst]
Martin—the Bible. I got
ach, the hometown of Martin Luther
this
book,
and
afterwards I was a little
and J. S. Bach. After the war this small
town in the middle of Germany was occupied by the Russian troops, and we had
to lee to the West to avoid my father’s
imprisonment. So we came to Herford,
in western Germany, where we live now.
I am busy in industry in my own small
company. In European steel works we repair ingot molds—cast iron pieces used
to pour the liquid steel into—and other
heavy cast iron pieces. We have been doing this about 35 years.
ETCetera: What would you like to tell us
about yourself personally?

How did you get started collecting typewriters, and how has your collection grown over
the years?
I lived for ten years in Innsbruck, Austria, working as a physicist. In the Middle
Ages Innsbruck was the greatest copper
and silver mining district in the world;
they had about 40,000 people working
in the mines. We had a chance to visit
many galleries and make experiments
to ind out how electromagnetic waves
propagate in rock. Afterwards I joined
my father’s company because he was not
able to work anymore; but back home I
had some problems, because I had stayed
ten years in the Alps, mountaineering
and collecting minerals (and a bit more—
old maps and European guidebooks). But
in our region here there is no chance of
inding minerals—so I changed my hobbies.
In a lea market about 1975 I found
a thing—I didn’t know what it was at
the time —it was a little Blick No. 5. I
had never seen anything like this, but it
looked like a typewriter, and it was very
curious for me to see it, and I bought it.
But I had no idea about the maker—I
knew nothing about it. And so I started
to collect some typewriters. After some
time I had about 25, but mostly they
were normal typewriters—standards. I
was very interested because it is a technical problem—to bring a Blick into good
working condition was not so easy for me
the irst time!
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the price or the pride of the typewriter,
but it is just investigation. Everybody is
invited to visit me, but I don’t have room
for more than 5 or 10 people—it is a little
narrow.
What are some of your favorites?

It is a bit diicult to say. All these typewriters have their merits and their faults.
I have some very expensive typewriters,
but for me it is not the value in itself. I
have some typewriters I like much more
than the rare and famous ones. Most
people are looking just for the typewriters with the high prices and they don’t
care for the other ones; everybody wants
to see the rarities, but you can see them
in every museum. For me, from the beginning on, it was much more important
to have a row of models from a brand. So
when I got my irst Adler, it was a no. 7,
and I thought there must be a no. 2 or
3 as well—at that time I had no Martin—but eventually I got a no. 15—and
so on.—You have maybe never seen an
Olivetti M1—the irst Olivetti. It is a
wonderful typewriter. There are 10 or 12
bit frustrated, because you know what it examples surviving now, not more. It is
means if you have 30 or 40 typewriters for me worth much more than most of
and you see for the irst time the book: the typewriters of the old days; typewritno—it’s impossible! But I continued. ers at that time were very curious, but
After a time there were too many type- technically they were a mistake.
writers for my living room, so I started
to make a room in our basement. Our So you appreciate machines that work well?
predecessor had had the idea of making
a covered swimming pool near the house, Yes. For me it is a technical thing. I have
in the basement. I didn’t want a pool, so most of these old typewriters before
I had plenty of room there, and I made 1900, but they are dead in the technical
a small room for the typewriters. When sense: most of them are very nice to see,
I had about 200 typewriters it was not but they were dead ends in this evolution.
much room anymore, so I started the Remington started with the typewriter,
next room in the basement … now I have but Underwood in 1895 or so started with
eight rooms and about 1400 typewriters. the segment, and that was in my opinion
All the typewriters are on site; none is in the irst real typewriter. After the Una box, they are all on display. Everybody derwood we have many typewriters in
who comes can see all the typewriters in Germany and in other countries using
person. Now I am nearly full; now it is the segment; this was a new way to exbecoming a problem.
pand. Remington had no chance to say
My collection is not a museum, but to Underwood, “We would like to buy
more for scientiic work with the type- the rights for this,” so Remington stayed
writers. I have many friends who come for 20 or 15 years with the old system;
to my collection and work for days to only with the Remington 10S were they
igure out the diferences between some able to use the segment, after the pattypewriters, and it is a very nice thing to ents had expired. Some of the old brands
see these people, because it is not about died because they were not the best way

to perform, and others lived until 1960,
when all the mechanical typewriters
went down. For me the electric typewriters and electronic typewriters are not of
interest, because you cannot repair anything. The Selectric is just to put it on a
pedestal to look at it—and the newest
ones, with the circular array [daisywheel],
they break down and
you cannot use it—put
it in the dustbin!
You show more interest in
postwar typewriters than
most collectors do.
The German collectors
are normally looking
for old, very expensive
typewriters, and they
don’t care about newer
ones. And the American guys, they don’t
know anything about
old Smith Coronas. I
think it’s a big problem,
because in Germany we
have Martin, but he’s
too old—and all the other books are very
nice for the old typewriters, but after
1920 there is not very much. You have
some photos, OK, but you never have
a row of the brand, and you cannot see
what the diference is between this or
that type of Remington. Martin is the
only one who has all the typewriters in
one book, and he goes up to 1950, and
afterwards there is nothing; later books
do not cover the whole ield. This is espe-

cially a problem for the American people,
because they cannot read Martin’s book,
and they have nothing that covers the
prewar portables, for instance—Smith
Corona, Royal, and so on.

European Typewriter Project (geocities.com/
wbd641/EuropeanTypewriters.html).

I sent Will some photos of my collection.
Frankly, the reactions have not been very
enthusiastic, so at the moment I am not
Have you ever considered writing a book your- doing more. I don’t want to have my own
museum online; it would be of much more
self?
interest to combine our
eforts, on the Internet
or in any way, to present all these typewriters in photos for all the
brands and models.
Are there any machines
that you especially dream
of inding?
There are many I don’t
have, like the Sholes &
Glidden and so on, but
I am not looking for
them, because some
typewriters are too expensive and I cannot
aford them, so I don’t
dream of them. As a
technician, I’m not dreaming, I don’t
like to dream.

I am busy in my company, so I cannot do
just typewriters all the time, and besides,
I have other hobbies—my garden, and Where do you ind most of your machines?
building up the house. The house will
never be inished. It’s from 1790, an old The lea markets in Germany are no lonfarmhouse, and there’s much to do for it. ger of interest; the same in Belgium. For
about three years it’s been the Internet. I
So there probably won’t be an Elster Bible. check eBay more or less every day.
But at least you’ve been collaborating with
Will Davis and Thomas Fürtig on the online Thank you for your generosity and time. ±

Marketplace

From a postcard provided by Frank Lindauer, Tucker, Ga. It was mailed by “Louise” in
Lowville, N.Y., to Antoinette Boshart, in the same town, on Valentine’s Day 1914.
How would you complete the sentence?

For sale: Mugs, shirts, &c. with ETC
logo: cafepress.com/typewriters
Collector’s insurance recommended
by ETCA: ask the editor for an
application, or visit collectors.org/
General/Insurance.asp
Wanted: Blick & Rem-Blick typewriters and ad display materials.
John Yeager, 239-821-3906.
Wanted: ribbon spool for a late Pittsburg. Richard Polt, polt@xavier.edu,
513-591-1226.
Wanted: Edison mimeograph No. 72.
Silvano Donadoni,
donadoni.sivano@libero.it.
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil

T

his is my irst venture into writing for ETCetera, and I want to
thank Richard Polt for inviting me to
the newsletter’s pages. Beyond any dictionary deinition of “ephemera,” I will
include here virtually anything that is
related to typewriters and typewriter
collecting that is not the machines
themselves. I am fascinated with typewriters, pure and simple. These objects,
like any others, have meanings that
were contemporary to them when they
were manufactured, marketed, and experienced by people in their oices and
homes. And all of the pieces that were
part of those three steps can give us
windows into those meanings. In this
and future issues of ETCetera, I hope to
share with you the sheer fun of discovering more about typewriters by looking through these windows with me.
Today, our window is a cabinet
photograph (“cabinet” because it was
intended for display in a cabinet) of a
New Model Crandall and its proud
owner in what appears to be a study in
a home rather than a business oice.
Writing on the back of this picture
tells us “Happy New Year 1899 Harlin
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and Laura.” This ambiguous message
may tell us the irst name of the man
in the picture and that of his spouse or,
instead, the names of the recipients.
This image shows a man who was
likely the owner of the machine. If
the owner, he is relatively prosperous.
The machine was an expensive tool
throughout the time it was sold. There
were three Crandall Typewriters based
on the two-row design (the #1, the
“New Model” or “Model” #2, and the
“improved” #4—all in a ca. 1893 catalog). The diferences in these versions
were relatively minor (except, for us,
the issue of the presence of mother-ofpearl inlay or not), and we cannot tell
from the Crandall in the photograph
which version it is. Even if we assume
that this was a #1 sold by the Crandall
Machine Co. in 1893 at $30, the conversion is over $600 in today’s money; as
for a #4 at $65, that’s over $1300 today
(GDP delator used in both calculations). This was an expensive thing.
Moreover, the study in the picture includes books, photographs, an “Oriental”-style carpet and other decorative
elements that themselves would have

been relative luxuries at the end of the
19th century. And, lastly, the photograph itself is a reasonable indication
of greater relative prosperity, either because the family owned a Kodak or because a professional was brought to the
home to take the picture. The location
of the home is not known, but New
England as a possibility is suggested by
the fact that the seller of the image was
from Vermont. These uncertainties are
typical of the early photographs that
include typewriters, and, in fact, this
one is unusual in giving us a date and
names on the back.
There is very little information on
the extent to which the two-row Crandalls were private, home typewriters
as opposed to oice machines, and we
need far more information if we are to
know which. But this is the only photograph of a Crandall in use that I have
ever seen, and any photographs of typewriters in home oices (as opposed to
business ones) are extremely rare until
the 1920s. Could this be the typical
Crandall in its natural habitat? ±

Make Your Own Typewriter Font

Remington Noiseless: 1234567890 !@#$%^&*()/?”;:,.
XV quick nymphs beg fjord waltz.

Rem-Blick: 1234567890 !@#$%^&[]*()/?”;:,
Blowzy night-frumps vex’d Jack Q.
If you’d like to have any of these fonts, just ask
me by e-mail. And if you create some of your own,
you can e-mail them to me and I’ll share them with
our readers.
If a typewriter’s soul is its typeface, then turning
it into a computer font amounts to a transmigration
of souls. It can keep your machine’s spirit alive in
the 21st century. Just think of the possibilities ... ±
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This article was written on a Crandall.
Well, indirectly. You see, the TrueType font I’m
using here (and for ETCetera’s title and headings) is
based on the typeface of a New Model Crandall. The
best part is that I made it myself -- with no font
design experience, and no unusual equipment. All
you need is a computer with an Internet connection,
a scanner, an image manipulation program such as
Photoshop -- and, of course, a typewriter. Here’s
what you do.
1. Type all the characters on your typewriter.
This may be easy or hard, depending on how well
the machine works. Since my Crandall is not functional, I removed the type cylinder, inked it on an
ink pad, and rolled it over glossy white cardboard.
2. Make a grayscale scan of your typewritten
characters, enlarged around 500%.
3. Go to fontifier.com and download a template
(they are available for several languages). For best
results, enlarge it to a width of 960 pixels.
4. One by one, copy the characters onto the template. They should be as large as possible without
touching the guidelines. Touch them up as necessary.
In Photoshop, use the “Flatten Image” command to
eliminate multiple layers, then save.
5. Upload the template to fontifier.com (their Step
4). If you like the results, you can immediately buy
the font for $9. If not, there is no charge.
The results are not completely professional: at
large sizes, your font will look a bit jagged. But
at sizes anywhere near the original typewriting, it
looks quite convincing. You’ll also end up with a
proportional, not monospaced font -- but that can be
very attractive.
In addition to the font you’re reading, which I call
Lucien Bold, I have created two more:

A

by Richard Polt

No. 73, April 2006
• Mitterhofer’s last typewriter: errors and facts
• Soblik’s pneumatic typewriters (part 3 of 3)
• Electric pencil sharpeners (part 2 of 2)

March 2006
• Book on Curt Lehmann, inventor of 4 TWs,
available for €25: wolfgang.wichmann@gmx.de
April 2006
• Typewriters in ilms—especially “Naked Lunch”
• Copyholders—a forgotten accessory
May 2006
• IFHB dues will rise to €75 next year, and
frequency of publications will decline
• Color catalogue of Stefan Beck’s collection:
stefan@curta.ch
• From Leonhard Dingwerth: encyclopedia & dictionary entries on TWs, €19.80. Boikweg 4,
D-33125 Delbrück, Germany, 0 29 44 / 97 400

Vol. 18, Issue 2, May 2006
• Why William R. Fox banned women from the
manufacturing loor: sexist or moralist?
• Period news stories about the Fox company
• The Fox and Blickensderfer factories today

Vol. 2, No. 5, May 2006
• Never seen before (part 2 of 3): Barrett, Calahan,
Hansen with unique platen, electric Hansen, Secretary of New York (proto-Emerson), Nocoblick,
Mignon for the disabled, Sholes patent model,
Yost single keyboard, “Polish prototype,” Shimer 2
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Back to Basics

An

Primer
by Richard Polt

F

rom its humble origins in 1995 as a
place to buy Pez dispensers, eBay
has become a global economic force—
not to mention one of the best ways in
which modern technology has helped
collectors of antique technology. If you
haven’t ever visited, you owe it to yourself. You can ind thousands of writing
machines and related items, and you’re
nearly certain to learn something—for
free. You’re bound to see machines
you’ve never seen before, and would
be unlikely to ind in the “brick and
mortar” world. And images from eBay
auctions can be copied to your computer and saved as your personal research library. (But don’t publish them
again—the original photographers have
copyright.)
For many typewriter collectors, eBay
has become a daily pleasure—OK, an
addiction. Here are some tips on using
the world’s top online auction site.

Searching
A recent search for typewriter on ebay.
com yielded thousands of items. But if
you’re the kind who looks for hidden
treasures, you won’t be satisied with
that. Here’s how to ind more.
1. There are quite a few other eBay
sites around the world. The most interesting for us at the moment is ebay.de,
where the Germans demonstrate their
love of technology and their rich supply
of German-made typewriters by listing
over a thousand machines on any given
day. Search for Schreibmaschine on ebay.
de. The other major European sites
(which often include typewriters from
German sellers) are ebay.fr—search
for machine ecrire, which will yield the
properly spelled machine à écrire as well
as sloppier titles that leave out the accents—ebay.it (macchina scrivere), ebay.
es (maquina escribir), and ebay.co.uk. If
you don’t read Italian (for example),
once you are looking at a particular
auction you can change the eBay information to English by substituting “.com”
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tinyurl.com/getwv
This will bring you to an ebay.com page.
To see what’s available to Germany (for
example) instead of the US, substitute
.de for .com in the address of the page.
5. Now that I’ve given you that gift,
please do me a favor and ignore the following tip, or else you’ll steal some bargains away from me. Believe it or not,
many typewriter sellers do not use any
version of the word “typewriter” in the
titles of their auctions. To ind these
items, you have to look in the right categories. And here they are.
ebay.com:
•Collectibles > Pens & Writing Instruments > Other Instruments
•Business & Industrial > Oice, Printing
& Shipping > Supplies & Small Equipment > Typewriters & Word Processors (there are several subcategories
by manufacturer, including the alluring “other”)
ebay.co.uk:
•Collectables > Pens & Writing Equipment > Typewriters
•Business, Oice & Industrial > Oice
Equipment & Supplies > Oice Equipment > Typewriters/Word Processors
ebay.de:
•Antiquitäten und Kunst > Technik &
Photographica > Antike Bürotechnik
> Schreibmaschinen
•Sammeln & Seltenes > Technik & Geräte
> Bürotechnik > Schreibmaschinen
•Büro & Schreibwaren > Bürotechnik
> Schreibmaschinen > Mechanische
Maschinen
ebay.fr:
•Collections > Ecriture et Dessin > Machines à écrire
•Informatique et PDA > Bureautique >
Machines à écrire
ebay.it:
•Arte e Antiquariato > Attrezzi, Macchine e Utensili > Attrezzi da scrittura
•Informatica e Uicio > Consumabili e
Uicio > Macchine da scrivere
ebay.es:
•Arte Antigüedades > Aparatos y Máquinas Antiguas > Máquinas de escribir

for “.it” in the URL. You can also get a
computer translation of the whole page
at google.com/language_tools or at
babelish.altavista.com (but don’t trust
it too much).
2. Think of all the other ways sellers
might spell “typewriter.” Popular misspellings include “typewritter,” “typwriter,” “typerwriter,” and “type writer”
(shades of Sholes!). To catch some bizarre ones, use an asterisk as a “wild
card” symbol: a search for typew* will
get both “typewriter” and “typewrighter.” On ebay.de, a search for schreibmas*
will catch the common misspelling
“Schreibmaschiene.” And you should
also be aware of some compound words:
Reiseschreibmaschine (portable typewriter), Koferschreibmaschine (typewriter in
a case), Kleinschreibmaschine (small typewriter), and Zeigerschreibmaschine (index
typewriter).
3. Learn the nuances of the search
system: a search for “type writer” (in
quotes) will get only items with that
exact phrase in their titles; type writer
will get items with both of those words
somewhere in their titles; (type,writer)
will get items with “type” and/or “writer” in their titles. You can also choose
to search descriptions as well as titles,
yielding many more (but usually uninteresting) results. Results can be sorted
various ways. I usually put newly listed
items irst, so I can catch any exciting
“Buy It Now” possibilities. You can also
put the highest-priced items irst, to
get a quick idea of what buyers or sellers currently consider valuable. A “completed listings” search, sorted by highest
price irst, will give you an enlightening
view of the actual market value of recently sold machines.
4. Now I’m going to make things
easy for you, dear readers. I’ve created
a search that will catch nearly all the Buying
items listed as typewriters on the major
You’ve fallen in love with a typewriter
eBay sites in North America and Europe that are available to be shipped to on eBay; you’re ready to take the plunge.
your home country. All you have to do Unless it’s a “Buy It Now” item, which
will sell to the irst person willing to pay
is type this into your browser:

the price, you need to understand the maximum amount that you are willing at pages.ebay.com/help. eBay is an excelauction system. eBay will place bids for to pay. Of course, this is a subjective lent place to ind buyers for collectible
you as necessary up to your maximum quantity, determined by your personal typewriters. The most important factor
bid. For example, if the opening bid on proclivities and by how much you know. in attracting bids is good photos; clean
an item is $1, and you bid $50, but no Educate yourself about the typical sell- your machine and use a digital camera
one else bids on the item, then you will ing price of the typewriter that inter- to take large pictures (see last issue’s
win the item for $1, and no one else will ests you—don’t bid $500 on a Blick 5. I “Back to Basics”). Always choose the
know that you bid $50. But if there is also recommend bidding slightly more Gallery option, which displays a small
one bid after yours for $30, eBay will than a round number: bid $101, not photo next to your listing in search results. Naturally, your description
automatically outbid it on your beof the machine should be thorough
half, and you will win the item for
and honest.
$31 ($1 being the bid increment at
And inally, don’t forget to put
this level).
“typewriter” in the title and spell it
A standard technique is to try
right!
to win an item by “sniping”—that
is, bidding only in the last few seconds before the end of the auction.
Security
The purpose of sniping is to avoid
letting other users know that you
There are plenty of con artists
are interested in an item, and give
who try to use eBay to steal from
them no time to try to outbid you.
you. The main thing to watch out
Of course, other snipers may come
for is spoof spam e-mails, which
in at the end of the auction, and
appear to be from eBay and direct
you may be outbid by them. But
you to a non-eBay site in hopes of
you will not be outbid by non-snipstealing your user name and passing “newbies,” who often will bid in
word. Legitimate eBay e-mails will
small increments early in the aucThis Crandall sold on eBay for $0. in March.
include your user name and link to
tion until they manage to become
A scammer tried copying the listing in April,
the highest bidders. Don’t pursue but the fake auction was soon canceled. Another Crandall an eBay site, such as signin.ebay.
com/. Spoof e-mails will link to
the newbie strategy yourself, and
sold in April for $4494.44, and in May a Crandall
non-eBay
sites, such as signin.ebay.
don’t allow a newbie to do it to you.
reached only $04 and failed to meet the reserve.
com@11.22.333.44/ or spoofwebsite.
(I recently disregarded this advice
and bid my maximum amount early in $100, and you may ind that you have com/signin.ebay.com. If you are in any
an auction. Because of a newbie, I end- won by ofering $1 more than your near- doubt, go to messages.ebay.com, where
you will ind all legitimate messages
ed up having to pay $45 for a newspaper est competitor.
Buying an item online is always a that eBay has sent you.
that I could have won for $10 by snipI was once careless and got spoofed.
ing.) Some experienced bidders do place gamble, but you can make it less risky
a bid early in an auction, either because by paying close attention to the pictures Within a few hours, someone using my
they simply don’t like sniping or because and description of an item and the reli- user name was ofering specious highthey want their friends and competitors ability of the seller, as indicated by his tech items at “Buy It Now” prices. The
to know that they are interested in an or her feedback. You can also ask the good news is that eBay caught the susitem (the friends may avoid bidding out seller questions (which may then appear picious activity almost immediately and
suspended my account. It was reinstatof good will, and the competitors may on the listing, along with answers).
I usually limit my packing instruc- ed after a reasonable amount of time on
be intimidated). This works, of course,
only if your eBay user name is recog- tions to the basics: lock the carriage in the phone and the site.
Other scams include contacting
nized. Often this irst bid is low, and is place, if possible; surround the typewriter with packing material inside its losing bidders on an expensive item,
followed by a snipe at the end.
Sniping is exciting, and it’s also fun to case or inside a snugly itting box; put claiming that you’re the seller, and givwatch the closing minute of a big auc- that box inside a large box, with at ing them a “second chance” to win the
tion, even if you’re not bidding. (Click least four inches of packing material on item—or creating a fake auction that
on the bid history and keep reloading all six sides. FedEx Ground and UPS imitates an expensive one (see illustrathe page.) Of course, sometimes you Ground are economical and relatively tion). Use common sense, watch out for
can’t be present at your computer at the safe ways of having the typewriter de- sellers with low feedback ratings, and
remember that if something seems too
end of an auction. But there is a useful livered within the U.S.
good to be true, it probably isn’t true.
web site that will snipe on your behalf
More security tips can be found at
for a modest fee, payable only if you Selling
pages.ebay.com/securitycenter.
win: auctionsniper.com. It’s as reliable
And now—happy hunting in cyberDetailed information about selling (as
as doing it yourself.
The amount you should bid is the well as many other topics) can be found space! ±
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In response to Martin Howard’s article, I ofer this thought and photo.The
assistant’s name, by the way, is Margaret. A Manx.
Darryl Rehr
Los Angeles

Letters
Kwbl originated in 1981, when I asked
my collector friend Fred Kemper to help
me start a magazine for typewriter collectors. I wasn’t aware then of the fact
that there could be other magazines. Just
like the other editors, we didn’t know
anything about typewriters compared
with what we know today. In those days
there was a small circle of active collectors in Europe that was able to buy at
Sotheby’s, etc. and they had some contacts with American collectors, mostly
through Graham Forsdyke in England.
Research was the most important pillar under Kwbl, but besides looking into
history, we invented wheels, we built castles, we initiated international meetings,
and developed ideas. It was astounding
to ind out that Ernst Martin (died 1949)
was nearly the last one who really researched typewriter history. And before
him there were no real researchers. Mares
(1909) could be seen as the last one from
old times, but not as we see them today.
Michael Adler (1973) was the irst to bring
new life into typewriter theory, consulting collections and libraries, and using
the original patents to interpret history.
After some years Kwbl started patent
discussions, and introduced the stenograph and braille machines. By then the
subscriber list was steady around a hundred international collectors in 17 diferent countries, and about 15 renowned institutes, such as the Deutsches Museum
in Munich, the London Science Museum
and the Smithsonian Institute. Not bad
for a Dutch magazine. But since the second volume we could publish summaries
in English. It inally resulted in Dutch Q,
with summaries, news and other things
in English. Also a series, “Pasadena Typewriter Archives,” was begun by Richard
Dickerson. Since number 6.3 that appendix was greatly enlarged (up to 30-40
pages) with Kwbl-Deutsch, with German
original texts, summaries, and series such
as “German ads 1880-1940.”
It lasted until April 1996, a one-man
show with help from diehards such as
Kemper and later on Jaap Horstink (and
others like Proper, Stumpel, De Wolf,
and Bayerwaltes). Although I didn’t even
possess a working typewriter to type the
texts for the irst number (an Underwood
5 had to be restored), we ended with the
irst typewriter magazine issue on CD-
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ROM, our last number. Jaap Horstink
and I styled some interesting articles and
completed it all with an interactive index
of Kwbl. The irst volume had an index
also. The comparison of these two tells
the whole story of that little Dutch typewriter magazine.
Jos Legrand
Maastricht, Netherlands
Over at Your Typewriter & Computer
today, the mechanic Dan told me a story about when he used to have a booth
at a lea market on the weekends. One
day this Amish guy, beard, hat and all,
comes up to him and asks if he can work
on an IBM Electric typewriter. He says
“sure, just bring it in,” and then it occurs
to him that this guy’s Amish and ought
not to have electricity. “Hey, wait a minute,” he says, “how do you use this thing
when you can’t have electricity to run it
on?” The Amish guy replies—“Oh, it’s
not electric. It’s gas.” Dan said, “This
I gotta see—bring it up.” The machine
had been mounted on a ive-foot-long bedplate, along with a gas engine like you’d
ind on a tiller. The electric motor and
appurtenances had been removed, and
the guy had fashioned an extension shaft
and pulley. A belt ran from the pulley to
the gas engine crankshaft, with appropriately difering diameters to run the
typewriter. And you know what? The
damn thing really worked! It took two
or three guys to move it. He brought
the thing back every couple years for
cleaning, and it took up the whole back
of the van when it was being shuttled.
The last time this guy and machine were
seen was about eleven years ago, and it
still ran. Questions: How the hell do
you concentrate on writing anything
with a Briggs and Stratton roaring away
ive feet from your face? Do you have
to open the windows to avoid gassing
yourself? How many carbons would it
make—twenty, if they could it?
Will Davis
Lakewood, Ohio

When photographing typewriters,
it is often useful to have an assistant to check
the exact angle of your lights.
When the so-called “Tennessee Williams” typewriter was up for auction, I
asked the auction house what guarantee
they could provide that it did indeed
have the provenance they claimed for it.
After all, they only had the word of the
couple who brought it in. They told me
someone would be back in touch with
me to answer my question. Well, I’m
still waiting.
Marty Rice
Johnstown, Pa.

New on the Shelf
David B. Davis: Molle 3, Harris 4
Will Davis: Orga Privat 3
Silvano Donadoni: 1924 SADA
cyclostyle
Tilman Elster: Mercedes Addelectra
Frank Lindauer: American Flyer,
Pittsburg 12
Flavio Mantelli: AGC (=Franconia),
North’s, Prouty Typograph
Lee Pinckney: Duplex #1025
Richard Polt: Rooy portable, Gromina
Herman Price: Macy’s 1, Meteor 1

Tilman’s “little darling”
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